
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of portfolio
strategist. To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for portfolio strategist

Generate high-quality testing plans to ensure coordination and defect-free
implementation
Adhere to process quality controls by following core operational procedures
Partner daily and build strong relationships with Marketing Operations, Card
Processing Center, Customer Service, Business Risk, and Portfolio Strategy
Foster the knowledge base and gain the skills and confidence to articulate
fixed income concepts and strategies in a pro-active manor with advisors
Cultivate the understanding and develop/present fixed income portfolio and
individual trading ideas and recommendations to advisors their affluent
clients
Develop the ability to identify current fixed income engineering trends and
understand how these new concepts, whether they are structured, payment,
or cash flow, may affect our affluent client’s portfolio performance
Demonstrate a deep understanding of fixed income products and the
confidence to articulate fixed income concepts and strategies in a pro-active
manor
Identify relative value opportunities and trade ideas to assist advisors create
and manage their individual bond/fixed income portfolios
Ensuring that a technology test strategy is in place to support the full
initiatives delivery
Responsible (in partnership with Operations Test Mgr) for ensuring
governance of test plans for all streams and all sub-LOBs (and utilities)
aligned to test strategy, traceable back to requirements and aligned to
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Qualifications for portfolio strategist

CFA (or progress towards the charter) preferred
Comfort in presentation formats ranging from webex to in-person
presentations at smaller groups and venues
Ability to creatively and proactively support MAS’s client relationship
management and capital raising activities in the US
Ambitious work ethic and professional disposition, attention to detail, drive
for perfection
Intellectual curiosity and interest in markets
Presence, maturity and credibility to effectively represent the business
internally and externally


